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Note from the Author
I’m pleased to announce the 2017 report is the seventh annual Sydney Metropolitan 
Golf Survey published by HLB Mann Judd Sydney.

The main objectives of this report are to:

��  Inform clubs on the performance of the industry as a whole over the past 12 months;

��  Serve as a benchmarking tool of useful information to compare the performance of 
your home club against other clubs in the Sydney Metropolitan area; and

��  Present our opinions on the direction of the golf industry for the coming 12 months.

The information in this report is taken from our sample of the 92 courses classified as 
being part of the Sydney Metropolitan Area. We have limited the scope of our survey 
to this area as it is our intention to provide informative results to the clubs in the 
areas in which we ourselves work and play. Expanding the survey outside of these 
boundaries would have reduced the applicability of the results across the group as a 
whole. We understand the challenges faced by clubs in the metropolitan area may not 
be applicable to those dealt with by those in country and rural NSW.

Some of the key highlights contained in our survey include:

��   Revenue from joining fees continues to segregate clubs between the “haves” and 
“have nots”. Certain clubs have been fortunate enough to experience increased 
revenue inflows from joining fees, however, it has not been uncommon either to 
see many clubs continue to waive joining fees, or offer reduced fees or instalment 
plans in an effort to boost their membership base.

��  Wages on average have again increased this year, rising 1.9% in the 2016 year 
(1.4% in 2015).

��  Revenue received from membership subscriptions rose by 0.6% despite a decrease 
of 0.6% in playing member numbers, indicating that clubs are struggling to cover 
their cost base from members’ subscriptions. 

�� The average spend at the bar is $518 per member, only $2 more than last year!

We hope that you enjoy the survey.

Simon James
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Survey Highlights
��  The number of playing members has fallen by 0.6% during the 
period (2015: 1.8% decrease)

��  The number of non-playing members has increased significantly, 
rising by 8.5%

��  Total golf club revenue has increased significantly in comparison 
with prior years rising by 2.3% (2015: 0.4%)

��  Subscription revenue accounts for 44% of total revenue,  
a drop from 46% in 2015

��  Revenue received per playing member has continued to rise, 
increasing by 3.0% (1.8% in 2015)

�� The average wage increased by 1.9%

�� 56% of clubs reported a surplus in 2016
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Figure 1:  
Member Composition 2016

Figure 2:  
Member Composition 2015
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As can be seen above, clubs are more heavily weighted towards playing 
memberships, with almost 78% of a clubs membership composition being playing 
members. For the 2016 year, playing memberships have decreased by 0.6%, 
whilst non playing memberships have increased significantly, rising by 8.5%. This 
is the fourth straight year that there has been a decrease in the number of playing 
members. This movement has been driven by numerous market forces including an 
aging membership base, as well as younger members saving for house deposits or 
favouring cycling as a hobby.

Golf is no longer being 
marketed as a sport 
for older gentlemen, 
but as a game and 
pastime for the whole 
family to enjoy. 

In order to keep up with changing trends in the market, golf and golf clubs 
have been forced to adapt in order to remain competitive and of interest to the 
community. Continuing on from prior years, golf is no longer being marketed as a 
sport for older gentlemen, but as a game and pastime for the whole family to enjoy. 
As such, it is vital for clubs to consider and offer a range of membership packages 
to cater to all types of current and potential members.

Membership Composition
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Figure 3: Membership Category Movement  Growth

1.17% Total 

-0.64% Playing

8.5% Non Playing

2016 also saw an increase in the number of competition rounds played during the 
year. Overall, number of rounds played were up 3.4% from 2015, which equates 
to approximately 2.5 million competition rounds played. This is a positive sign that 
investment made by clubs into their course development projects are effective in 
attracting members to the course regularly.

Quarter Total rounds played % change to prior year

Jan - Mar 638,867 (0.8%)

Apr - Jun 607,056 6.8%

Jul - Sep 602,994 (0.9%)

Oct -Dec 676,746 8.9%

Total 2,525,663 3.4%

Credit: Golf Australia National Competition Rounds Played Report

Overall there has been an increase in the number of competition rounds played, with 
significant movements during the middle and end of the year. This increase in number 
of rounds played during these periods will also have had a subsequent effect on the 
bar and catering revenue for these months, as well as competition fee revenue.

Overall, number of 
rounds played were 
up 3.4% from 2015.

...non playing 
memberships have 
grown by 8.50%
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Overall revenue 
for the year has 
increased by 2.3%, 
up from an increase 
of 0.4% in 2015.

Profitability:  
Inflows and Outflows

With golf clubs being exposed to external threats such as unfavourable weather 
conditions as well as the daily wear and tear from golfers, it is vital that clubs 
ensure that enough liquid funds are available to balance both repair projects during 
the year, as well as to invest in new developments to add value to the course and 
club going forward.

Most of a golf club’s costs are fixed costs, with variable costs including food, 
beverages, function labour and course consumables. In order for clubs to return a 
surplus during the year, management are presented with the three different options 
to compensate for rising costs. These are:

2016 Average 
Movement

2015 Average 
Movement

Increase in membership subscriptions 
revenue 0.6% 2.6%

Movement in club  
member numbers

Playing (0.6%) (1.8%) 

Total 1.2% (1.5%)

Increase in spend per member 1.4% 2.3%

In most cases, clubs that are higher performing and more profitable are above the 
industry average across all three benchmarks.

As has been the trend in prior years, golf clubs that have reported a profit for 
the year tended to have a membership base which was made up more so of 
playing members than members in the non-playing category. From reviewing both 
movements in revenue from subscriptions and member numbers during the year, it 
can be concluded that clubs have had to increase the annual member subscriptions 
to try and combat the income loss from members shifting from their previous playing 
category to a non-playing membership subscription. Overall, subscription revenue has 
only grown by 0.60% whilst non playing memberships have grown by 8.50%.

1

2

3
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When analysing revenue sourced from entrance fees during the year, it can prove 
quite a challenge to form valid conclusions and perform a comprehensive analysis. 
Many clubs in the survey population have opted to continue to waive joining fees 
altogether in an attempt to boost their membership base and make their club more 
accessible. This has been a trend which has remained consistent year on year. 
Other clubs however, associate an image of exclusivity and prestige with joining 
fees, and have been able to charge a fee for their new members. It is also common 
for these clubs to also have a waiting list for potential new members.

Other strategies clubs are employing include deferral of joining fees, offering 
payment plans on an instalment basis or offering reduced rates to family of pre-
existing members of the club. With the average age of golf clubs members rising, 
it is imperative that club management somehow entice younger patrons into the 
club and target their marketing strategies towards the under 35 demographic. This 
can be very challenging due to the rising cost of living and other interests and long 
term plans e.g. entering the property market, of younger individuals and families as 
earlier mentioned. 

On a larger scale, overall revenue for the year has increased by 2.3%, up from an 
increase of 0.4% in 2015. Revenue received from annual membership subscriptions 
accounted for approximately 44% of total revenue generated by clubs, which has 
fallen slightly when compared to the prior year (46%). Other significant sources of 
revenue inflows for golf clubs include one off fees e.g. visitors, bar and catering 
sales and competition fees, accounting for approximately 37% of a clubs total 
revenue. This represents a 2% increase compared to the prior year figure of 35%.

120010008006004002000

Figure 4: Membership Base vs Profitability
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...clubs have 
experienced an 
increase in the annual 
spend per member 
(1.4% increase).
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Figure 5: Revenue Growth

2.82% One off Green Fees

0.6% Membership Subscriptions

8.09% Bar Sales

11.82% Pro-shop Sales

3.17% Restaurant Sales 

-6.94% Poker Machine & Gambling

-18.78% Joining Fees 

11.93% Competition Fees

5.96% Other 

It is a positive sign for the industry that whilst being only a small movement, total 
revenue has continued to increase despite the fall in playing members. This is in line 
with trends evident in prior periods, in which clubs have experienced an increase in 
the annual spend per member (1.4% increase). As discussed earlier, this ratio is one 
of the key drivers to golf club profitability.
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In the 2016 year, 
members spent  
on average $518  
at the bar.

Aside from golf specific operations, bar and catering sales prove to be another 
major source of revenue for golf clubs, accounting for on average 28% of a club’s 
revenue. It was found that in the 2016 year, members spent on average $518 at the 
bar, which is consistent with the 2015 year in which the yearly spend per member 
was $516. Complementing this, clubs have experienced a 3% increase in revenue 
received per playing member. This incorporates revenue inflows from member 
subscriptions, bar sales, pro shop sales and competition fees. When considering 
these two indicators together, it can be concluded that members are just as keen 
as prior years keen to play a round of golf with their friends or colleagues and stay 
for a drink and have not been deterred by an increase in competition fees. Often 
competition fees can be increased to cover extra costs that the club are expected to 
incur that relate to ensuring the course or club is operating to the best of its ability 
e.g. hiring of additional course staff to ensure the course is in pristine condition.

 Membership Subscriptions

 One-off Green Fees

 Competition Fees

 Pro-shop Sales

 �Restaurant Sales

 Bar Sales

 Joining Fees

 �Poker Machines  
& Gambling

 �Other (i.e room hire, 
interest, returns 
from investments, 
telecommunications)

Figure 6: 
 2016 Revenue Composition
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In 2016, approximately 
56% of clubs reported 
a profit.

Members gain confidence in their club’s board and senior management when they 
see that the club has reported a profit for the year. This allows the club access to 
surplus funds to improve the course and invest in new capital development projects 
or renovations. In 2016, approximately 56% of clubs reported a profit during the 
year, a positive sign for the health of the industry and an increase from the prior 
year, in which only 46% of clubs reported a profit. This shows that the various 
marketing strategies clubs are using, whether that be through offering flexible 
categories of membership or exploring different mediums of advertising e.g. digital 
media, are effective and achieving their purpose in improving club profitability. 

When looking at how clubs use their profits, similar to that of joining fees, it can be 
very different and somewhat difficult to pin-point trends. It can be noted however, 
that clubs are active in capital expenditure projects and investing funds back into the 
course. During the year clubs have allocated $0.30 into capital expenditure projects 
for every dollar spent on wages and salaries, whilst looking at the bigger picture, 
14% of a club’s revenue is spent on capital expenditure projects. It is important 
that clubs have a strategic plan in place for capital projects with enough detail to 
inform members what changes are going to be made to the club, whether it be 
clubhouse refurbishments or course redevelopments, and how long these changes 
will take to complete. Members are the main driver of club profitability, so effective 
and consistent communication from management to members is a key driver of 
member satisfaction.

Figure 7: Movement in Member Spend Per Year

*Other includes room hire, interest, returns from investments, telecommunications

-25% -20% -15% -10% -5% 0% 5% 10%

0.89% One off Green Fees

1.23% 

0.49% Bar Sales

3.90% Pro-shop Sales

-5.55% Restaurant Sales

-16.11% Poker Machine & Gambling 

-24.98% Joining Fees 

7.52% 

3.05% Other*

Membership 
Subscriptions

Competition 
Fees
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Figure 8: 2017 Wage Allocation

5.65% Admin

0.02% Grounds

0.41% Bar/Restaurant

1.83% Pro Shop

 Growth

Figure 9: Wage Movement
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Admin

26%
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The other major outflow of funds for clubs is its salaries and wages expense. 
During 2016, salaries and wages increased by 1.91%, which is higher than the 
2015 movement, which saw a 1.36% increase but lower than wage inflation. The 
composition of a club's total wage expense on a departmental basis has been 
included below, along with the movements in each of these categories. As per 
expectations, the majority of a club’s wages are spent on grounds keeping staff 
so as to ensure the course is maintained in a suitable condition. 2016 has seen an 
increase in admin wages and a similar increase pro shop wages, which have been 
the main drivers for the overall increase in the expense. Ground staff typically have 
greater access to apprentice, casual and trainee staff members than those in the 
admin department of golf clubs. Therefore, management find it easier to control 
course wages year on year as opposed to those who are employed under salary 
agreements in the admin department. 
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Follow us on LinkedIn to access our latest publications and stay 
informed about company news, views and updates.  
linkedin.com/company/hlb-mann-judd

Join us on Twitter to keep up-to-date with  
company news, events and developments  
twitter.com/HLBMannJuddNSW

About HLB Mann Judd
HLB Mann Judd is a leading Australasian chartered accounting 
and business advisory firm. Throughout Australia and New Zealand 
we have the collaboration of over 700 partners, directors and staff 
members with offices in all major business centres. Through our 
affiliation and membership of HLB International our clients have 
access to worldwide expertise and service. HLB International is a 
fast growing, dynamic network of professional accounting firms and 
business advisers. 

HLB Mann Judd Sydney provides clients with a comprehensive 
range of business and advisory services in addition to audit, 
accounting, taxation and wealth management services that are core 
to our practice.

The Sydney office has 25 Partners and Directors and over 150 staff. 
We provide our clients with a comprehensive range of business and 
advisory services in addition to the audit, accounting, taxation and 
insolvency services that are central to our practices. Our people not 
only provide value but actively work to support our clients.

HLB Mann Judd is privileged to have been named  
“Best Accountancy Firm in Australia” in the 2017 AFR Client 
Choice awards, following on from winning the 2013, 2014, 2015 
and 2016 awards. The Awards are based on quantitative research 
into buyers of professional services, conducted independently by 
Beaton Consulting. The selection of the finalists and winners is 
determined exclusively by the opinions of over 50,000 clients of 
professional services organisations who participated in the research. 
It has always been our principal objective to provide great solutions 
to our clients and become the most highly regarded accounting and 
advisory firm in Australasia. But we understand that we will only 
achieve this through the growth of our clients and people. We look 
forward to working with you. 

Reducing your business handicap

The HLB 
Sydney Golf Survey

Simon James is a highly credentialed practitioner and internationally  
experienced professional.

Simon began his accountancy and consultancy career within 
KPMG’s middle market division in London. During this time he 
participated in over 120 corporate acquisitions in addition to running 
a diversified audit portfolio.

In 2003, he relocated to Australia and joined Ernst & Young’s Sydney 
office where he was responsible for auditing a highly diversified 
client base, which included private equity funds, family-owned 
businesses, ASX-listed groups, overseas subsidiaries and Australian-
led international groups. His emphasis on transaction advisory 
continued leading transactions for private equity, corporate and 
private acquirers.

Simon joined HLB Mann Judd in 2009 and now heads the Corporate 
Advisory Division. Responsible for assisting clients with a wide 
range of accounting and corporate matters, with a particular 
emphasis on audit and assurance, due diligence, strategic and 
succession planning and the initial public offering of shares.

Simon is widely regarded for his strong professionalism, strategic 
thinking and client-focused, progressive approach.

Simon’s audit and advisory clients include numerous golf, sporting 
and social clubs.

Simon is a keen but time poor golfer, having had a career low 
handicap of 11.2 back in 2009.

Simon James
Partner, Audit & Corporate 
Advisory, Sydney

+61 2 9020 4212
sjames@hlbnsw.com.au


